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SHANGHAI
by Giuseppe Bavuso for Alivar

This new version of the Shanghai bookcase from the Home Project Collection is bigger than before, at 312 cm in length and 
237 cm in height for a scenic touch that’s even more spectacular. The outer frame is available in painted black or heat-treated 
oak, while the irregular inner shelves made from expanded Baydur and coated with grey or matt-lacquered spatulated cement 
provide new and unexpected shapes. alivar.com

ANTIPODE
by Verter Turroni for Imperfetto Lab

To ancient Greeks, the word Antipode combines anti-, meaning "opposite," with the root pod-, meaning "foot": just like the two 
and one opposite zoomorphic feet of the new Imperfetto Lab dining table. It does not tremble or give way because it has found 
an unshakable balance point between the carbonized wood-effect black fiberglass feet and a Fenix   anti-scratch round top. 
imperfettolab.com

BEANIE SOFA
by Nea Studio 

The Beanie Sofa is a comfortable textile-covered sofa that incorporates daybeds facing opposite directions. The wooden 
structure of the backrest, as well as the soft seat, are filled with organic latex and lentil beans that support the natural curves and 
movements of the body. The sofa is LEED certified, and is made entirely of organic materials. neastudio.com

EASTERN INSPIRATION
by Angelo Cappellini

This incredible table features a luxuriant tropical landscape 
skillfully illustrated with inlaid brass on a larch wood surface. 
The body of the table is clad in a layer of metal with a brushed 
brass finish for a sophisticated and multi-faceted tactile effect. 
Shapes of Eastern inspiration decorate the grey oak surface
of the second table featuring, an elegant carp alongside a 
water lily. angelocappellini.com

LIV CHAIR
by Alessandro Dubini for i4Mariani

Designed for comfort, the LIV chair boasts a sophisticated 
appearance and graceful posture. Characterized by soft 
lines, its enveloping seat is ergonomic, with pockets in the 
backrest that encase vertical extensions from the solid walnut 
wood base. The padded interior of the backrest is covered in 
a choice of leather or fabric, while the outside is covered in 
leather, masterfully hand stitched by skilled artisans.
i4mariani.com


